Work-in-Progress—Immersive Virtual Reality Design Considerations to Promote Learning for English Language Learners
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Abstract—This work-in-progress paper describes an immersive virtual reality (iVR) learning game for informal education to promote enhanced engagement, improved spatial thinking, and broader understandings of the Lehigh River watershed’s cultural history, geography, and environmental issues. Our instructional design includes game design features in addition to learning elements. We provide design guidelines for adolescents and adults who are English language learners, including (a) autonomous learning, (b) fostering learners’ use of metacognitive strategies, (c) adaptive, supportive, and motivational feedback to maintain engagement, d) sustained time on task, and e) content knowledge learning and language comprehension.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Exploring the Lehigh Valley Watershed is an environmental education immersive virtual reality (iVR) learning game for informal learning settings (e.g., STEM education centers and public libraries) to promote enhanced engagement, improved spatial thinking, and broader understandings of the Lehigh watershed’s cultural history, geography, and environmental issues. This is the first of a series of five iVR gaming experiences that we are developing about environmental issues and impacts in the Lehigh Valley watershed for adolescent and adult learners who live along the Lehigh River.

The first iVR instructional narrative storyboarding and game design are underway. Prototype testing is planned to take place beginning August 2020. Participants include Pennsylvania residents of the Lehigh Valley, mostly from Lehigh and Northampton counties, who are thirteen or older. Lehigh Valley demographics are 68.8% White, 20.2% Hispanic, 8.5% Black, and 12.5% other. The Lehigh Valley includes urban (cities of Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton), rural, and suburban populations. Thus, our target population includes both adolescents and adults who are English language learners (ELLs).

II. LEHIGH RIVER WATERSHED iVR GAMES

The iVR gaming learning experiences focus on promoting users’ spatial knowledge of the Lehigh Valley watershed using environmental case studies which impact the watershed and water quality within it. Each iVR is ready-to-use. Instructions are provided within the game experience, which contributes to:

1. fostering students’ autonomy.
2. aligning with learner-centered approaches: Where instructional VR learning materials act as facilitators of content knowledge, and language learning [1].

The scope of the instructional materials in the Lehigh Watershed iVR learning games is similar to a thematic reading course. Thus, word frequency lists are being used to manage the language content coverage and to promote learning of local environmental specific issues and academic language. Once a set of lists is chosen, they not only become a vocabulary matrix of what needs to be included in the iVR game, but also informs what should not be included in it [2].

A. iVR Learning Goal

This multidisciplinary (History, Topography, and Environmental Studies) iVR learning experience will demonstrate the environmental importance of nine pre-selected sites in the Lehigh River watershed. First, learners will be introduced to the region with a fly-by upstream, followed by an immersive guided exploration of each area while canoeing downstream the Lehigh River. Ultimately, learners will recommend the addition of a boat ramp in the sites they believe are best deserving of better tourism infrastructure along the Lehigh River water trail.

B. Game Design Elements and Learning Principles

The following design elements from the instructional design literature have been adopted to ensure that the iVR game learning experiences are engaging and culturally relevant for our diverse audience that includes ELLs. These include design for game-based learning [3], [4], locally and historically situated learning experiences [5], design for diverse populations [6], multiple and varied representations [7], [8], learners’ autonomy and engagement development through challenging tasks [9],
compelling narratives [10], authentic issues [11], on-demand supportive guidance [12], and motivational feedback [13].

Similarly, our iVR work applies learning theories, principles, and methods from the research literature on transformational play [14], design-based research [15], [16], video games, affinity spaces, and 21st century learning [17], resonant games [18], and design thinking for education and multimodal integration of STEM curricula guidelines [19], [20].

III. USAGE OF WORD FREQUENCY LISTS

The use of frequency word lists can systematically scaffold the development of content materials for ELLs [2]. Using lists also allow the instructional material designer to determine the content to be taught, practiced, and assessed. Therefore, the use of word lists helps to delineate the language learning goals of the iVR games. The following lists have been used as reference for our development work:

- Michael West’s 2000 headwords of the General Service List (GSL) [21]
- The 570 Academic Word List (AWL) [22]
- The first 3000 from the British National Corpus/Corpus of Contemporary American English: These were chosen for being an alternative corpus for West’s seminal GSL [2], [23]

IV. FORMAT AND PRESENTATION OF CONTENT AND TASK

Each Lehigh Watershed iVR game has a set format of content presentation. That is advantageous for language learning because each game’s unique activity patterns serve as an instructional scaffold [2]. To provide repeated sequencing or increased opportunities for learners to encounter the selected content to be learned, the idea of implementing an extra collectible system in the games emerged. This mechanism is similar to a digital portfolio (e.g., a photo album, a sticker sheet, or a card collection) that would be completed as players interact with each content feature in the game.

Students will get some of these collectables as they progress in the gameplay, which increases the encounter with the target vocabulary or concepts by, at least, one more time. Should they not have their collection completed by the time they finish their iVR experience; the non-playable character (NPC) that mentors students during gameplay (e.g., in-game content expert guides) reminds the learner they can collect the rest by revisiting each location. In short, increasing learners’ exposure to varied vocabulary and concept representations will likely enhance the amount of specific content learning [25]. The rationale for this in-game mechanic addition is:

1. Using mnemonics to favor language learning [26].
2. Schema scaffolding through item categorization [27] of:
   a. key locations,
   b. built environment vs. natural elements, and
   c. academic/technical vocabulary of tools or procedures.

V. MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT

In order to check if tasks within the iVR game’s learning objectives have been met, we, as researchers, need to collect learners’ evidence of the “enduring understandings” [28] the material intends to promote. Hence, the need for assessment measures. The following are some ways to assess learners at the beginning, middle, and end of their gameplay, which under a research design lens functions similarly as pre/posttests for measures of individual performance, and includes Likert-scale affective/behavior items for collecting data regarding individual attitudes towards the intervention [29].

A. In-game Assessment for English Language Learners

We use the format of image based Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) [30], [31] (figure 1) to tie together concepts, content understandings, and imagery. In this type of activity, the learner has multiple chances to select the correct number of images that refer to the key word in the title. During the initial tutorial dialogues in the iVR, the virtual mentor will request the learner’s assistance to help them calibrate some system or app by check the status of the captcha system. Another example of quick diagnostic/achievement assessment is a pre-reading activity called “I don’t know, Maybe I know…. I know, Now I know!” (figure 2). These types of activities could as well be prompted both at the beginning and end of gameplay. Thus, the implementation of a pre-test / post-test data collection procedure could be embedded in a game experience.

![Fig. 1. Mock visual representation of an imagery CAPTCHA web validation system. Accessibility options are available including voice over, reset button, more details.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Adapted ‘pre-reading’ language activity to address the specific vocabulary needs of our iVR games. Emojis were used as a visual stimulus to engage learners with something that is pervasive in their lives.](image2)
Moreover, the inclusion of active monitoring features besides the progress badge board (i.e., a passive monitoring feature) are used to enhance students’ metacognitive performance. These include (a) a panel called “my notes” located on the pause menu that displays a graphical checklist of places visited (figure 3), and (b) an interactive ‘magnet-style’ map (figure 4). Besides being a multimodal format of self-monitoring activity, the magnetic board provides strategic repetition of content vocabulary with imagery, emoticons and content language chunks. Therefore, ‘freer’ types of activities become another way of presenting specific content, reinforces intended learning, and could serve as a formative assessment tool.

VI. ACCOMMODATIONS FOR DIVERSE LEARNERS’ NEEDS

Should learners need extra support in the iVR, the virtual tutor will be on call for individual help requests. In addition, a desktop version of the iVR is available online for individuals who cannot use VR headsets due to dizziness, headaches, nausea, or personal choice. Other specific accommodations we are using in our development work include:

- **American with Disabilities Act compliance:** The design and development of the iVR follows the WCAG 2.0 guidelines to at least reach levels A and AA of accessibility.
- **Some physical disabilities:** No use of colors red and green in texts and important visual elements to avoid the most common types of color blindness and the use of gaze system (i.e., movement and selection with head movements only).
- **Language learning needs:**
  a. Translation on demand functionality (initially for Spanish, French, and Portuguese),
  b. three levels of narration speeds,
  c. highlighting for texts (figure 5), and
  d. closed captions for dialogues.

Potential areas of difficulty with the content and correction guidelines. When stating the environmental importance of each location, if learners select incorrect answers, they will receive hints from the expert guide NPC, until they choose the correct one. Since this may be a learners’ first time wearing a VR headset, individual support is expected (even with guided instruction and instructor modeling). This usually happens during their first time using the iVR.

VII. CLOSING THOUGHTS

The instructional gaming materials from the Lehigh Watershed VR project are designed specifically for the nonformal STEM education learning environments in which they will be enacted. Our iVR design and development work adopt design principles for learning, game design, and language curriculum development [2]. These include a) metacognitive strategies (e.g., ways of monitoring one’s progress), b) autonomy (e.g., students are able to complete the tasks on their own pace), c) ongoing motivational and supportive feedback to keep learners engaged, d) sustained time on task due to the innovative iVR game-based approach, and e) comprehensible content knowledge input deriving from the analysis and adaptation of texts and authentic materials.

The use of AntWordProfiler [33] allowed the preparation of linguistically accessible instructional materials. Choosing the lexical approach as content framework for the development of the Lehigh River watershed iVR learning games contributed for a better selection of vocabulary groups to be presented and, most importantly, reinforced throughout the learning experience. Knowing what not to include in the iVR learning material [2] is also a great benefit of using frequency word lists.
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